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Isabel Gathof shares the same hometown as Moritz Daniel Oppenheim himself – Hanau, close to
Frankfurt in Germany.!
When she learned in November 2013 that the city of Hanau had decided to set up the first
monument in honor of M.D. Oppenheim – his achievements as an outstanding figure of Jewish
Enlightenment in 19th century Germany however, fell into oblivion, she took the initiative to revive
his memory by honoring him with a film.!
What initially had started as a small project, soon turned into an international production, as Isabel
didn’t only trace direct descendants of the artist living in Paris today, but also a far-reaching
collaboration with museums and archives around the globe, holding works of Oppenheim among
their collections. !
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She was able to win over internationally renowned art historians and experts on Oppenheim’s
Jewish genre art for interviews forming the academic base for the many personal family stories the
descendants told for the first time on camera.
This provided a very personal approach to the topic.!
The 1,5 year filming phase was made possible only with lots of personal commitment and private
donations to cover the cost of material.!
Finally Isabel could win over the New Philharmonic Orchestra to realize her ambitious plan for the
soundtrack of the film: a fusion of contemporary electronic music and classical music of one of
Oppenheim’s contemporary artists, Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, to build bridges from the past to
the present on all creative levels of the film.!
Inspired by the strong female protagonists of her documentary, Isabel also honors Felix’s talented
sister Fanny, who was a very gifted musician as well – but the fact that she was a woman got in the
way of her career back then.!

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy:electronicAtelier

!
Fanny Hensel!
by M. D. Oppenheim, 1842!
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Moritz Daniel Oppenheim, “the painter of the Rothschilds & the Rothschild of painters“,
was not only the first Jewish artist with an academic background, but also an icon of
Jewish emancipation in Germany.
Together with his bestseller – the depictions on traditional Jewish family life – the great
achievements of 19th century German Jewry fell into oblivion.
Young filmmaker Isabel Gathof is seeking Oppenheim’s traces – motifs, descendants and
heritage – in Germany, France and Israel, on the occasion of the world’s first monument
set up for the artist.
Imposing images show the becoming of this great man and blur the lines between the
past and the present on two narrative levels.
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Filmstills:
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Protagonists
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Dr. Esther Graf
Art historian /
PhD in Oppenheim’s genre art
Hochschule für jüdische Studien Heidelberg

!

!

Shlomit Steinberg

Erik Riedel

Senior curator for European art
Israel Museum Jerusalem

Art historian
curated the bicentennial Oppenheim
Retrospective in 2000
Frankfurt Jewish Museum
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Yehuda Aharon Horovitz

Patricia & Stéphane Lewin

descendant of the Rabbis portrayed in several
paintings of Oppenheim
(“Blessing of the Rabbi“, “Sukkot“)
Genealogist / Rabbi in Munich, Germany

Moritz Daniel Oppenheim’s direct
descendants
living in Paris today
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Dr. Eckhart Meise
Historian / Chronist for the Jewish History
of Hanau
Honorary Chairman of the Historical Society
of Hanau

Majer Szanckower
Administrator of the Jewish cemeteries
of Frankfurt

Pascal Coupot
Sculptor of the Oppenheim statue

Robert Schad
Sculptor of the Oppenheim monument

Team
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Isabel Gathof!
Author, director, editor, producer!
After her graduation with excellence from her apprenticeship at !
Saatchi & Saatchi Frankfurt as an advertising sales manager, she started !
her studies at the renowned University of Television and Film Munich
(HFF München) in 2006.!
2010 semester abroad at the Tel Aviv University and Hebrew ulpan.
Graduation from film school in 2011 and formation of her own production
company FEINSHMEKER FILM.!
2013 scholarship for young producers of the VGF (German syndicate of the
protection of copyrights in film and tv) at the Bavarian Film Center.
2013 first international documentary film production in Israel, 2015 first
FEINSHMEKER FILM production on nationwide German TV.
“Moritz Daniel Oppenheim“ is her fourth work as a director, fifth production
with FEINSHMEKER FILM and first feature length documentary film.
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Nic Mussell
Cinematographer

student at the
Munich University of
Television and Film
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Carla Muresan

Alexander Vexler!

Cinematographer

Cinematographer
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Christos Kessidis
Composer !

10 years of experience
as freelance !
D.o.P. & Colorist; !
Diploma in “Media
Design” at the
University of Applied
Sciences Nuremberg

student at the
Munich University of
Television and Film

!

Jens Troester!
!

!

DJ for electronic music since the 90’s
in Frankfurt, music producer (Deep
House, House, Chill Out) with various
Top10 download hits at iTunes Music.
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Composer, Neue Philharmonie Frankfurt!

Received his early musical training in
Frankfurt, Cologne, Vienna and New
York; chose the School of Music at the
Indiana University for his conducting
studies. Regular guest conductor with
the Neue Philharmonie Frankfurt.
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First public presentation of the Oppenheim project
within the framework of a workshop discussion
at the “Jüdische Filmtage München“
(Munich Jewish Film Festival)
in collaboration with Neue Philharmonie Frankfurt

!

© Marina Maisel, 2016

Fundraising event
to cover the post-production of the Oppenheim documentary
with keynote presentation and exclusive peek into selected takes of the film!
in collaboration with the Neue Philharmonie Frankfurt,!
Kinopolis Hanau, Germany – June 5th, 2016

Presentation of the Oppenheim project
on the “Pop-up Boat“, the off-location of the
Jewish Museum of Frankfurt, October 1st, 2016

Panel discussion with filmmaker Isabel Gathof and protagonist/curator Erik Riedel!

Nationwide German press review
on the crowdfunding project of
“MORITZ DANIEL OPPENHEIM – the film“
(2015/2016)

Presse-Echo zum Projekt

selection of other
FEINSHMEKER films

“For eternity – Munich’s old Jewish cemetery“!
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Portrait of the 200 year old Jewish cemetery of Munich
and its Christian caretaker living on the cemetery for
half a century already.!
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Documentary, 48 min., HD, color!
German with English subtitles!
Directed by: ! !
Cinematography by: !

Isabel Gathof & Agata Wozniak!
Nic Mussell!

© 2013 FEINSHMEKER FILM
available on DVD and VOD!

“Ilana Shafir – My paradise of shards“!

!
!גן העדן שלי משברים
!

Portrait of the mosaic artist and Holocaust survivor
Ilana Shafir who built a garden oasis in Ashqelon
“where there is no evil“.!

!
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Documentary, 43 min., HD, color!
German, English, Hebrew with English and Hebrew subtitles!

Directed by: ! !
Cinematography by: !

!
!

Anna Katrin Schneider!
Ruth Gebhard!

© 2014 FEINSHMEKER FILM
Co-Production with the Bavarian public TV channel
„Bayerisches Fernsehen“!

